Year 4 Learning Leaflet: Summer 2
Topic
In

Geography,

the

Dates for the diary

children

will

be

22nd June: trip up the Nab

learning the geographical features of
mountains

and

identifying

at

grid

our school trip as we follow the
adventures of Tim in ‘Cliffhanger’.

22nd July: Report Day:

They’ll also explore Ordnance Survey
looking

Our Guided Reading text links to

9th July: Trip to High Adventure

and

comparing key mountain ranges.

maps,

English & Reading

Misty Mountain Sierra

references,

symbols and building their own contour

In our final topic of Year 4 we will be taking to the

maps.

mountains as we explore the misty mountain sierra.

In Art, we will learn how to sketch

Children will learn about major mountain ranges of the

mountains and use tissue paper to

UK, Europe and the world; discover the features of

layer mountain scenes.

mountains; draw them, map them and naturally, we’ll

In English, we will be focussing
on non-fiction texts that link to
our topic. We will look at how
authors present their work, how
non-fiction books can be used
for reference, and writing our
own non-fiction texts.

also be going up Silsden’s very own peak: the Nab!

Maths

Science

In Maths, we will finish off looking at
decimal numbers before looking at time

and money. These topics offer great
opportunities for adults at home to
support the learning. Please encourage
the children to calculate with money
and tell the time.

RE & French

Computing

Our main are of learning will be

In Computing, we will be

looking at the lifecycles of humans

people need to go to church

looking

and other animals.

to

are

and line graphs, as well as

In French, the

some topic linked online

Our

RE

question

show

Christians?’.
children
habitats.

will

they
learn

is

’Do

about

mapping.

at

spreadsheets

Within this, we will be focussing on
the key skills shown when working
scientifically.

